Properties of Alkali Metal Atoms Deposited on a MgO Surface: A Systematic Experimental and Theoretical Study


Abstract: The adsorption of small amounts of alkali metal atoms (Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) on the surface of MgO powders and thin films has been studied by means of EPR spectroscopy and DFT calculations. From a comparison of the measured and computed g values and hyperfine coupling constants (hfccs), a tentative assignment of the preferred adsorption sites is proposed. All atoms bind preferentially to surface oxide anions, but the location of these anions differs as a function of the deposition temperature and alkali metal. Lithium forms relatively strong bonds with MgO and can be stabilized at low temperatures on terrace sites. Potassium interacts very weakly with MgO and is stabilized only at specific sites, such as at reverse corners where it can interact simultaneously with three surface oxygen atoms (rubidium and cesium presumably behave in the same way). Sodium forms bonds of intermediate strength and could, in principle, populate more than a single site when deposited at room temperature. In all cases, large deviations of the hfccs from the gas-phase values are observed. These reductions in the hfccs are due to polarization effects and are not connected to ionization of the alkali metal, which would lead to the formation of an absorbed cation and a trapped electron. In this respect, hydrogen atoms behave completely differently. Under similar conditions, they form (H⁺)⁺ pairs. The reasons for this different behavior are discussed.
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Introduction

The interaction of alkali metal atoms with oxide materials and their surfaces is relevant to a wide number of problems and applications. Alkali metals are usually added to inorganic oxides to modify the electrical and conducting properties of the material. In some cases, such as in tungsten bronzes, this may turn a wide-gap insulating oxide into a material with metallic conductivity. The addition of alkali metals to layered materials is essential for the preparation of ionic conductors and new generations of batteries. Doping with alkali metals can also result in charge imbalance within a material, with the creation of vacancies or changes in the valence state of other atoms, which leads to new chemical properties. A classical case is that of lithium-doped MgO in which the presence of monovalent lithium ions, which replace the divalent magnesium ions in the crystal structure, results in the formation of O⁺ radicals that exhibit a special reactivity, for example, in methane coupling reactions.[1]

For all of these reasons, the interaction of alkali metal atoms with the surface of an oxide is also of general interest to understand the mechanisms of stabilization and diffusion of the alkali species in the bulk of the material. An oxide that has been investigated in some detail in this context is MgO, a prototype of ionic oxides with a simple crystal structure and a rather well-defined surface morphology.[2-9] Aside from the general motivations listed above, there are other
reasons why alkali metal deposition on oxide surfaces, and on MgO in particular, is important. First of all, by depositing alkali metal atoms on MgO one can selectively dope the surface and generate new electron-rich sites that exhibit a special reactivity towards adsorbed species. On the other hand, when the properties of the deposited atomic species are monitored with sophisticated techniques, such as EPR spectroscopy, one can learn about the essence of the metal-oxide bonding interaction, the nature of the surface adsorption sites, and indirectly about the abundance of these sites and the morphology of the surface. In this respect, alkali metal adatoms are excellent probes of local adsorption sites and their environment. In addition, if alkali metals are adsorbed on different oxides with similar crystal structures, for example, MgO, CaO, and SrO, it is possible to elucidate the surface basicity of the oxide in a very accurate way. In fact, changes in the adsorption properties of the alkali metal adatom provide indirect, but detailed, information about the tendency of surface anions to donate charge to an adsorbed species. Last, but not least, alkali metals on MgO surfaces represent an excellent system to test the validity of theoretical methods and models to interpret and predict the properties of adsorbed atoms (in particular to reproduce observable EPR properties, such as g factors and hyperfine coupling constants (hfccs), in both isotropic, $a_{iso}$, and dipolar, $B_{H}$, tensor, forms).

The aim of this study was to systematically investigate the properties of alkali metal atoms deposited on a MgO surface to extend previous experiments by looking at the behavior of the heavier members of the group and exploring the interaction at various surface sites with respect to their site-specificity. For the sake of completeness we will also consider the behavior of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on the same surface because hydrogen may be regarded as the "first alkali metal". The behavior of both alkali metal atoms adsorbed on MgO has been investigated previously, but a direct comparison has never been made. In addition, a comprehensive picture is often hampered by the complex morphology of the polycrystalline MgO surface used. In this paper we provide a unified picture by combining published data with new results. In particular, we report new experiments that characterize cesium atoms, which complete the data for the alkali-metal series. On the theoretical side we report a new set of calculations based on a more sophisticated approach than has been used in the past (the shell model). Furthermore, some new adsorption sites (e.g., the reverse edge), metal atoms (e.g., lithium), and measurable properties (e.g., g factors) are considered here for the first time.

It has previously been shown that full ionization of the alkali metal takes place only at very few sites that can be saturated at very low metal coverage. These minority sites have been tentatively identified as empty F$^{2+}$ centers, that is, strongly electron-deficient oxygen vacancies. After saturation of all of the F$^{2+}$ centers, slightly larger amounts of alkali metal lead to EPR signals characteristic of alkali metal atoms stabilized as monomeric entities at specific surface sites. At these sites the atoms are often stable at room temperature or above, which means the diffusion barriers for these atoms are very high. An additional increase in the amount of deposited metal results in the formation of tiny clusters and small aggregates. Theoretical calculations and EPR measurements on $^{27}$O-enriched MgO samples have demonstrated that the alkali metal atoms are preferentially bound to oxide anions and stabilized at specific sites at which the ns valence electron is strongly polarized. A comparison of theoretical and experimental results has shown that the metal atom remains basically neutral, despite very large changes in the measured hfccs. Very similar conclusions have been reached for the deposition of gold adatoms on MgO thin films.

The behavior of atomic hydrogen is very different and has been discussed in detail in a series of papers. Herein, some account of the reactivity of hydrogen atoms is given, which will be restricted to the factors that distinguish them from the Group Ia metals. Finally, the trends in the chemical bonding and EPR properties of the alkali metal atoms going from the lighter (lithium) to the heavier (cesium) atoms are discussed.

**Results and Discussion**

**EPR data:** Experimentally measured values of the g factor and isotropic hfccs of free (gas phase) alkali and hydrogen atoms are reported in Table 1. For comparison, the same quantities have been calculated theoretically by using the basis sets described in the Experimental Section. Note that there is quite a good agreement between theory and experiment. The g factors are reproduced quantitatively up to the fourth decimal digit; the hfccs exhibit some deviations in the case of lithium (+8%) and sodium (+6%), whereas the error on potassium is negligible (+2%). The EPR properties of the alkali metal atoms change substantially when they are deposited on MgO. This is true in particular for the isotropic component of the hfcc (Table 2). In general, we observe a strong reduction in the $a_{iso}$ values of between 45 and 52% of the free atomic value for sodium, potassium, rubidium, and cesium. For these atoms the experiments were performed with polycrystalline MgO and the alkali deposition was carried out in a vacuum at room
Table 2. Experimental values of the EPR parameters for alkali atoms adsorbed on the surface of MgO powder.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\xi_1$</th>
<th>$\xi_\perp$</th>
<th>$B$ [G]</th>
<th>$a_m^{(17O)}$ [G]</th>
<th>$a_m^{(25Mg)}$ [G]</th>
<th>Ret.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^1$H</td>
<td>$2.0019 \pm 0.0001$</td>
<td>$1.9994 \pm 0.0001$</td>
<td>$-1.2 \pm 0.1$ (32%)</td>
<td>$-0.7$</td>
<td>$-55.2 \pm 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^7$Li</td>
<td>$2.003 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$2.008 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$74 \pm 5$ (52%)</td>
<td>$-2.9 \pm 0.5$</td>
<td>$-2.9 \pm 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{25}$Na</td>
<td>$2.001 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$2.008 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$140 \pm 0.5$ (50%)</td>
<td>$0.2$</td>
<td>$-2.8 \pm 0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{25}$K</td>
<td>$2.000 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$1.999 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$41 \pm 6 \pm 0.5$ (50%)</td>
<td>$1.0$</td>
<td>$1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{39}$Rb</td>
<td>$1.996 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$1.995 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$181 \pm 1.0$ (51%)</td>
<td>$2.0$</td>
<td>$2.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{103}$Cs</td>
<td>$1.995 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$1.996 \pm 0.001$</td>
<td>$425 \pm 0.5$ (52%)</td>
<td>$0.1$</td>
<td>$0.1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] UHV experiments on MgO thin films.
[b] D$v\alpha$ = adsorption energy; $r$ = shortest M-O distance. [b] The ratio with respect to the free-atom value is given in parentheses.

Temperature. Lithium atoms were deposited on a thin MgO film (20 monolayers) at 35 K in ultra-high vacuum (UHV).[7] Clearly, the two temperatures at which the EPR measurements were carried out result in different thermal behavior. On the polycrystalline samples the deposited atoms possess enough thermal energy to diffuse across the surface until they are trapped at specific binding sites. On thin films atoms remain where they land, that is, on the flat (100) terraces that represent the majority of sites in the sample. The effect is similar and the reduction in the $a_m$ value is about 50% (Table 2). The origin of the reduction in $a_m$ has already been discussed for the case of potassium adsorbed on MgO.[2] It is not related to a delocalization of the spin density to other nuclei at the surface. Rather, it can be interpreted in terms of an intrinsically nephelauxetic effect whereby the n orbital becomes strongly destabilized by the interaction with the surface oxygen ions. In a similar manner to classical solvation, the resulting species may be regarded as an "expanded atom" and has similarities to a gas-phase excited state. More recently, the same effect was clearly identified for gold atoms deposited on the terrace sites of MgO thin films grown on Mo(100).[19]

The properties of the smallest "alkali atom", hydrogen, are markedly different from those of the rest of the members of the group (Table 2). When hydrogen atoms are deposited on polycrystalline MgO, there is a dramatic reduction in the spin density of the hydrogen atom and the hfc is drastically reduced compared with the free-atome value. Simultaneously, a rather large hyperfine interaction occurs with both the $^{17}$O and $^{25}$Mg nuclei at the surface, which is different from the alkali metals for which only small $^{17}$O and no $^{25}$Mg hyperfine interactions are observed (Table 2). Note also that the residual spin density on the hydrogen atom has a negative value, as indirectly assessed from computer simulations of Q-band ENDOR spectra[18] (note that the negative $a_m^{(17O)}$ and $a_m^{(25Mg)}$ values in Table 2 are due to the negative magnetic moment of these nuclei). This is at variance with the cases of the alkali atoms for which positive values are derived from the experiment, in agreement with calculated values (see below). A negative sign for the hydrogen hyperfine coupling constant, which corresponds to a negative spin density on the nucleus, is expected for ion pairs when the counterion is located at a node of the molecular orbital occupied by the unpaired electron. This fact further confirms the ionization of the electron from the parent hydrogen nucleus and indicates that the resulting species may be properly described in terms of a $(H^+)(e^-)$ ion pair in which the electron plays the role of the anion.

The experimental data recorded for the various alkali metal atoms on MgO (Table 2) refer to the most abundant adsorption site under the conditions of temperature, surface area, and morphology used in the experiment. Except for single crystalline MgO films, it is not possible to infer directly from experiments which sites are decorated by the alkali adatoms unless a combined experimental and theoretical approach is followed. For this reason it is quite useful to compare the measured EPR properties with those derived from ab initio calculations.

DFT Results

Terrace sites: We start by considering the adsorption at MgO(100) terrace sites. At these sites the hydrogen atom has a special behavior with respect to adsorption at low-coordinated sites. When hydrogen is adsorbed on a five-coordinated O$_{ad}$ ion, it is ionized, but, in the absence of low-coordinated magnesium cations, the corresponding electron is spread and delocalized over several sites. The situation is clearly unfavorable compared with adsorption on low-coordinated sites and is not expected to be observed experimentally. Note that the computed $a_m$ in this case (Table 3) has a small but positive value in contrast with that determined experimentally (Table 2). This suggests considerable dielectric screening of the electron–nucleus pair, which means that the unpaired electron has a large Bohr radius, a situation that is reminiscent of shallow impurity states in n-type doped Group IV semiconductors.

The situation is different for the alkali metal atoms. The computed binding energy of lithium atoms on terrace sites is relatively large, about 1 eV (note that this is much larger...
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than the DFT barrier for diffusion, \( E_d < 0.4 \) eV. Thus, it is expected that lithium atoms will, at least partially, reside on the \( \text{O}_2^2- \) anions when deposited at low temperatures (experiments were carried out at 35 K, see above). The calculations (Table 3) indicate a reduction of about 50% in the value of \( a_{\text{Li}}(\text{Li}) \), from 155.5 to 75.5 GHz, and very small dipolar components, in very good agreement with experimental observations (Table 2). The \( g \) tensor exhibits a small deviation from the free-electron value, in particular for the \( g_{\perp} \) component, again consistent with experiment. Thus it is likely that the observed EPR signal stems from lithium atoms adsorbed on terrace sites.

Sodium binds more weakly to \( \text{O}_2^2- \) ions than lithium (0.44 eV; Table 3 and Figure 1). The atom is bigger, its distance from the surface oxygen is greater, and hence the overlap with the oxide orbitals is smaller. For all these reasons, the EPR properties of the sodium adatom exhibit a smaller deviation from the free atom than the lithium adatom: \( a_{\text{Na}}(\text{Na}) \) is 228.0 GHz, that is, 68% of the value of the free sodium atom. This trend is sustained for potassium, which exhibits an \( a_{\text{K}}(\text{K}) \) of 62.7 GHz, or 75% of the free-atom value. The dipolar component is always negligible. The \( g \) tensors of adsorbed sodium and potassium atoms have very similar structures and values to those of lithium (Table 3). In particular, the \( g_{\perp} \) components are close to those of the free atoms (Table 1), whereas smaller deviations are observed for \( g_{\perp} \). This reflects a nonspherical distribution of the spin density when the atom is adsorbed on the surface. In general, the \( g \) tensor seems to be a less sensitive probe of the adsorption properties than the hyperfine coupling constants.

The \( a_{\text{Na}}(\text{Mg}) \) value for each metal atom seems to inversely correlate with the \( \text{M} \)--\( \text{O} \) distance (Table 3). However, if we divide this latter quantity by the atomic van der Waals radius of each alkali atom,\(^{17} \) we obtain a constant value of approximately one. Thus, the smaller perturbation of the alkali atom density is not due to the longer \( \text{M} \)--\( \text{O} \) distance. Rather, the decrease relative to the free atom in hfe from lithium to sodium and potassium correlates well with the monotonous decline of the interaction energy. This suggests that the level of distortion of the valence electron cloud is directly related to the strength of the covalent interaction between the \( 2p \) levels of the oxygen atom and the \( n \) orbital of the metal.

An additional way to characterize the interactions of the alkali metal atoms with the substrate is to analyze the hyperfine interactions with the \( \text{O} \) ions of the MgO lattice. For lithium, sodium, and potassium, small \( a_{\text{Na}}(\text{O}) \) values for their interactions with the \( \text{O}_2^2- \) surface ions have been calculated. Depending on the alkali metal atom, they range from 6 to 12 GHz (see Table 3), which indicates a partial transfer of spin density to the substrate anion. In contrast, the interaction with the neighboring magnesium cations is negligible (Table 3). Thus, the analysis of the hyperfine interaction with an \( \text{O} \)-enriched MgO sample can provide compelling evidence of the site at which the alkali atom is bound, provided that the signal in the experimental spectrum is sufficiently intense.

**Figure 1.** Spin density plot for a sodium atom adsorbed on a terrace site. Only part of the cluster model is shown. Grey atoms: Mg; white atoms: O. The contour corresponds to a density of 0.002 e bohr\(^{-3} \).

**Table 4.** Computed properties of alkali atoms adsorbed on edge sites of the MgO(100) surface.\(^{16} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>( D_1 ) [eV]</th>
<th>( r(\text{M} )--( \text{O} )) [Å]</th>
<th>( a_{\text{Na}}(\text{M}) ) [GHz(^{16} )]</th>
<th>( B_1 ) [G]</th>
<th>( B_2 ) [G]</th>
<th>( E_\perp ) [GHz(^{16} )]</th>
<th>( a_{\text{Na}}(\text{O}) ) [GHz(^{16} )]</th>
<th>( a_{\text{Na}}(\text{Mg}) ) [GHz(^{16} )]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-4.5 (1%)</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>1.99949</td>
<td>2.00027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>64.9 (42%)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.00141</td>
<td>2.00142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>194. (58%)</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>2.00056</td>
<td>2.00124</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| [e] \( D_1 \) = adsorption energy; \( r(\text{M} \)--\( \text{O} \)) = shortest \( \text{M} \)--\( \text{O} \) distance. [b] The ratio with respect to the free-atom value is given in parentheses. [c] From ref. [13] (EPR-II basis set on the hydrogen atom).
ior remains unchanged: the spin density on the three atoms is about 0.8, which indicates that the adsorbed alkali atoms are almost neutral.

The hyperfine interaction remains largely isotropic, with negligible dipolar contributions. The increase in metal polarization is accompanied by an increase in the spin density transferred to the oxygen adsorption site. Lithium, sodium, and potassium exhibit $a_{HF}(^{16}O)$ values of 16 to 22 G (Table 4), about twice as large as those on terrace sites. These values are about ten times larger than those observed experimentally (Table 2). The calculated hfc may be overestimated, as discussed previously. However, in combination with the isotropic hfccs of the metal atoms discussed above, the data suggest that the alkali atoms are most likely not adsorbed on edge sites. The coupling with the magnesium ions is slightly larger than on the terrace, which indicates that the electron is a bit more delocalized. Owing to the reduced symmetry, the $g$ matrix is no longer axial, but the three principal $g$ components are only moderately shifted with respect to the free-electron value.

At this point we should comment on the peculiarity of the hydrogen atom. On low-coordinated sites, a spontaneous splitting of hydrogen into an adsorbed proton and a trapped electron occurs. The two entities, ($H^+$) and ($e^-$), remain close, but the electron interacts mainly with a $M_{6}$ cation ($a_{HF} = -14.8$ G, which is in good agreement with the experimental value, $-10.9$ G, Table 2), whereas the hyperfine interaction with the proton is small. Noticeably, the calculated value has a negative sign, in accordance with the experimental value (note also in this case that absolute values are partly overestimated in the calculations). Moreover, the interaction with the oxygen atom of the hydroxy group is consider-

![Figure 2. Spin density plot for a sodium atom adsorbed on an edge site. Only part of the cluster model is shown. Grey atoms: Mg; white atoms: O. The contour corresponds to a density of 0.002 e/bohr$^3$.](image1)

![Figure 3. Spin density plot for a sodium atom adsorbed on a reverse edge site. Only part of the cluster model is shown. Grey atoms: Mg; white atoms: O. The contour corresponds to a density of 0.002 e/bohr$^3$.](image2)

bly stronger. Experiments performed on $^{16}O$-enriched MgO samples have an $a_{HF}(^{16}O)$ value of $-50$ G (Table 2). Thus, the electronic structure of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on an edge site of MgO differs completely from that of lithium, sodium, and potassium atoms adsorbed on the same site. Although an almost complete separation of the electron occurs for hydrogen atoms, the alkali atoms must be considered as neutral adsorbed species on the surface.

**Reverse edge sites:** The reverse edge site is formed at the intersection between two (001) planes (Figure 3). Transmission electron micrographs of MgO powders show that these ex-

### Table 5. Computed properties of alkali atoms adsorbed on reverse edge sites of the MgO(100) surface

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$D_{a}$ [eV]</th>
<th>$r$(M-O) [Å]</th>
<th>$a_{HF}(M-O)$ [G$^0$]</th>
<th>$B_1$ [G]</th>
<th>$B_2$ [G]</th>
<th>$B_3$ [G]</th>
<th>$E_{soft}$ [meV]</th>
<th>$E_{hard}$ [meV]</th>
<th>$a_{HF}(^{16}O)$ [G]</th>
<th>$a_{HF}(^{85}Mg)$ [G]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>40.0 (26%)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>2.00055</td>
<td>2.00067</td>
<td>2.00105</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>168.9 (51%)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>-1.8</td>
<td>1.99906</td>
<td>1.99961</td>
<td>2.00132</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>52.3 (64%)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.99850</td>
<td>1.99897</td>
<td>2.00168</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] $D_{a}$ = adsorption energy; $r$(M-O) = shortest M-O distance. [b] The ratio with respect to the free-atoms value is given in parentheses.
oxide anions reinforces the polarization effect of the valence electron cloud so that the reduction in $\alpha_{\text{ad}}(\text{M})$ with respect to the gas phase is enhanced. In particular, ratios of 26, 51, and 64% with respect to the gas phase are found for lithium, sodium, and potassium, respectively. The $g$ values show small deviations from the free-electron values, which increase with the size of the alkali atom. The $\alpha_{\text{ad}}$ value computed for lithium (40 G) is clearly inconsistent with that measured experimentally (74 G, Table 2). In contrast, the values obtained for sodium (169 G) and potassium (52 G) are only slightly larger than the experimental ones (141 (Na) and 41 G (K), Table 2). Based on this comparison one cannot exclude the possibility that sodium and potassium atoms are bound to reverse edge sites. Also the $\alpha_{\text{ad}}(\text{O})$ values are comparable and only a few $G$ larger than the experimental values. However, for deposition at room temperature, which was performed herein, the binding energy of potassium is clearly too small to account for the thermal stability at this site, whereas adsorption of sodium cannot be excluded.

Anionic reverse corner sites: A site on the surface of cubic ionic crystals that has recently received considerable attention in the analysis of surface reactivity is the anionic reverse corner (ARC, Figure 4). This site is characterized by the presence of two O$_{\text{ad}}$ and one O$_{\text{as}}$ anions that form a triangular unit with a (111) orientation. The possibility of metal atoms binding simultaneously to the three oxide anions results in strong interactions and thermally stable adsorbed species. The binding energy at these sites decreases from 2.4 eV for lithium, to 1.5 eV for sodium, and 1.1 eV in the case of potassium (Table 6). Even the heavy rubidium and cesium atoms, which interact only very weakly with the rest of the MgO surface sites, are bound by 0.63 and 0.54 eV, respectively (for the calculations on both rubidium and cesium an effective core potential was used so the values of hfccs could not be determined). Of course, more than the absolute adsorption energies, what is important here are the barriers to diffusion, which are certainly lower. Nevertheless, the adsorption energy provides a simple measure of the stability of a given site. The ARC sites are thus excellent traps for alkali metal atoms diffusing across the surface of polycrystalline oxides and are the sites that are most likely to be populated at room temperature. For these reasons, the EPR properties of alkali metals deposited on this site are of special interest.

The spin density of the alkali atom is strongly distorted, but symmetrically distributed over the two O$_{\text{as}}$ sites (Figure 4). We discuss first sodium and potassium for which experiments on polycrystalline MgO are available (Table 2). The experimental EPR spectra are axial with $g_\parallel = 2.001$ and $g_\perp = 2.000$ for sodium and $g_\parallel = 2.000$ and $g_\perp = 1.999$ for potassium (Table 2). The symmetry allows for a splitting of $g_\perp$ into $g_\text{as}$ and $g_\text{pp}$; experimentally this discrimination may be hampered by limited spectral resolution. In the calculations, the two values of $g_{\text{as}}$ and $g_{\text{pp}}$ are indeed very close: 2.0008 and 2.0008 for sodium ($g_{\text{as}} = 2.0017$), and 1.9993 and 1.9998 for potassium ($g_{\text{as}} = 2.0019$; Table 6). The agreement with the experimental data is extremely good.

Theoretically, a huge reduction in $\alpha_{\text{ad}}(\text{M})$ values is observed for these sites, as shown in particular for lithium (10% of the free-atom value) and sodium (28%). Naively one would interpret such a reduction to be a result of charge transfer and conclude the atoms to be metal cations. On the contrary, the calculations clearly show a spin population of about one for all three atoms, hence they are neutral atoms. This is a clear example of the importance of a combined theoretical and experimental approach. A simple-minded comparison of the measured hfccs for the free and supported atoms would lead to an incorrect conclusion about the nature of the adsorbate.

A comparison with the experimental results shows that the measured $\alpha_{\text{ad}}(\text{M})$ for K/MgO (41.4 G) is only slightly larger than the computed one (34.1 G; Table 6). In contrast, for sodium the computed value is greatly underestimated (93.2 versus 140.8 G (exp.)). This suggests that the sodium atoms do not reside on ARC sites, whereas potassium atoms are likely to do so.\[1\] This can be understood by considering that the interaction with the MgO surface is stronger for

---

**Table 6. Computed properties of alkali atoms adsorbed on anionic reverse corner (ARC) sites of the MgO-(100) surface.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>$B_1$</th>
<th>$B_2$</th>
<th>$B_3$</th>
<th>$S_{\text{as}}$</th>
<th>$S_{\text{pp}}$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{\text{ad}}(\text{O})$</th>
<th>$\alpha_{\text{ad}}(\text{M})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.7 (10%)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.6 (28%)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.1 (41%)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] $\alpha_{\text{ad}}$=adsorption energy; [M-O]=shortest M-O distance. [b]The ratio with respect to the free-atom value is given in parentheses.

---

**Figure 4. Spin density plot for a sodium atom adsorbed on an anionic reverse corner site.** Only part of the cluster model is shown. Grey atoms: Mg; white atoms: O. The contour corresponds to a density of 0.002 ebohr$^{-3}$.
sodium than for potassium. Although at room temperature potassium is stable only at ARC sites, sodium can be adsorbed on less strongly binding but more abundant sites, such as reverse edges.

**Cationic reverse corner sites:** Finally, we consider the adsorption of alkali metal atoms on a cationic reverse corner (CRC). This site is the equivalent of the ARC, but with cations and anions interchanged. The site is thus characterized by the presence of three magnesium cations, two Mg$\infty$ and one Mg$_{\text{arc}}$. Alkali metals, however, bind preferentially to the oxygen atoms and thus form bonds with the O$_{\infty}$ and O$_{\text{arc}}$ ions (Figure 5); the coordination is similar to that assumed by the atoms on a monoatomic step. Owing to the shape of the adsorption site, the spin density is strongly polarized towards the reverse corner and is highly asymmetric (Figure 5).

The reduction in the hyperfine interaction with the metal nucleus, observed for other sites, is also very pronounced on the CRC. For lithium, $a_{\text{eff}}$ is reduced to 26.3 G, that is, about 17% of the free-atom value (Table 7). Note that this only corresponds to a partial loss of the valence electron; the spin population on lithium is about 0.5. The dipolar part of the hfcc is negligible. The lithium 2s electron is strongly polarized away from the atom owing to the attraction of the low-coordinated cations at the CRC; this drastically reduces its interaction with the nucleus. For sodium, the effect is similar, only partly attenuated (Figure 5). Here $a_{\text{eff}}$(Na) = 148.3 G, about 44% of the free-atomic value. The comparison with the case of hydrogen adsorption on the same site is interesting (Table 7). For both hydrogen and lithium we observe a large reduction in $a_{\text{eff}}$ (this is only 3 G for hydrogen) and the absence of considerable dipolar contributions. On this basis one could conclude that the two adsorbates have a similar character. However, there are significant differences, as shown by the hyperfine interaction with magnesium surface cations. For hydrogen, the interaction with magnesium is large at 33.0 G, whereas for lithium it is only 11.3 G (Table 7). This is a clear indication that, although for hydrogen the electron has been largely displaced (actually detached) with the formation of a (H$^+$)(e$^-$) ion pair, this is not the case for lithium, and even less so for sodium and potassium. The alkali metal atoms are strongly polarized and partly ionized, but a consistent fraction of the spin density is still localized near the nucleus.

Although less tightly binding than the ARC, the CRC site is able to trap diffusing metal atoms and bind them rather strongly: lithium 1.64 eV, sodium 0.79 eV, and potassium 0.60 eV (Table 7). This renders the CRC the second strongest binding site considered in this work. This suggests that it could be possible to populate this site with sodium atoms at room temperature. This hypothesis is consistent with the close similarity of the computed $a_{\text{eff}}$(Na) value for adsorption at this site (148 G) and the measured one (141 G; Table 2). Also, the $g$ values are qualitatively consistent: 1.999–2.001 theory, 2.000–2.001 experiment. Despite the relatively good agreement between the computed and experimental values, these data should be handled with care as the agreement may be fortuitous. Also, considering the relatively large hyperfine interaction with a surface oxygen found for this site, inconsistent with the measurements, the CRC site is less likely to be a trapping site for sodium atoms than, for instance, the reverse edge.

In fact, recent experiments by some of us have clearly shown that the sodium hfcc is monotonically reduced when sodium atoms are deposited on the more basic calcium and strontium oxides.[3] In particular, the decrease in the hfcc has been found to parallel the increase in the oxide basicity which, in turn, is linked to the Madelung potential of the oxide.[18] Decreasing the Madelung potential results in a stronger basicity and larger polarization effects are induced on the adsorbed alkali atoms which are responsible for the reduction in the hfcc. In the case of the CRC, at which the electron is strongly polarized towards the low-coordinated cations (see Figure 5), the reduction in the Madelung potential moving down the alkaline earth oxide series should lead to the opposite effect, reducing the capability of the oxide cations to "strip" the unpaired electron spin density away from the parent nucleus.

---

**Table 7.** Computed properties of alkali atoms adsorbed on CRC sites of the MgO(100) surface.[a]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M</th>
<th>$D_e$ [eV]</th>
<th>$r$(M-O) [Å]</th>
<th>$a_{\text{eff}}$(M$\infty$)</th>
<th>$B_1$</th>
<th>$B_2$</th>
<th>$B_3$</th>
<th>$g_{\text{ex}}$</th>
<th>$g_{\gamma}$</th>
<th>$g_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>$a_{\text{eff}}$(O) [G]</th>
<th>$a_{\text{eff}}$(M$\infty$) [G]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H$^+$</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-3.5 (1%)</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>2.00030</td>
<td>2.00040</td>
<td>2.00133</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>33.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>1.64</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>-2.3 (17%)</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>2.00049</td>
<td>2.00110</td>
<td>2.00160</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>-2.3 (44%)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>1.99922</td>
<td>2.00052</td>
<td>2.00124</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>44.5 (53%)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>1.98837</td>
<td>2.00027</td>
<td>2.00094</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[a] $D_e$ = adsorption energy; $r$(M-O) = shortest M-O distance. [b] The ratio with respect to the free-atom value is given in parentheses. [c] A partial spin density is found on the O$_{\infty}$ atom to which the alkali metal is bound. [d] From ref. [15] (EPR-II basis set on the hydrogen atom).
Assignment of adsorption sites of lithium, sodium, and potassium atoms on MgO: From the previous discussions it is clear that alkali metal atoms can bond to a variety of sites on the MgO surface, and that a combined use of theory and experiment can provide valuable information about the specific location of the atoms. As already mentioned, the population of a given site is directly correlated to the deposition temperature. In this section we try to summarize the information available to draw a unified picture.

For lithium atoms the situation is unambiguous. By analyzing the orientation of the g tensor with respect to the surface from angular-dependent measurements it can be directly shown that the EPR signal arises from lithium atoms adsorbed on terrace sites. This is conceivable in light of the calculated binding energy because the experiments were performed at a very low temperature. This result ties in well with the calculations of the g values and hfccs that show the best correlation with the terrace sites. From this direct comparison between theory and experiment one can safely conclude that the strategy to calculate and compare the EPR properties of alkali metals is perfectly suited to making predictions about the adsorption site, here an $O_x$ anion on a MgO(100) terrace. Note that it is expected that lithium atoms will also diffuse to low-coordinated sites, such as edges and corners, because of the diffusion of lithium atoms directly after deposition. For the relatively large amount of lithium ($\approx 0.1$ monolayer), which gives rise to the largest lithium atom EPR signal, small lithium metal clusters are expected on these low-coordinated sites. These clusters will, when they are paramagnetic, have a completely different EPR signal than single metal atoms. The experimentally observed EPR signal intensity of lithium atoms on terrace sites is markedly smaller than expected based on the amount of lithium deposited. Thus, this result can serve as indirect evidence for the formation of lithium clusters.

For potassium, there is ample evidence that adsorption occurs at the anionic reverse corner site. Herein the experiments were performed with high-surface-area polycrystalline samples in which the number of these sites is sufficiently large. The computed binding energy of potassium at this site suggests a higher barrier to diffusion, which is consistent with the thermal stability at room temperature. There are no other sites (except the CRC) to which potassium binds so strongly. On the other hand, HYSCORE experiments have clearly shown that the potassium atoms interact simultaneously with three oxide anions on the surface, a condition which is fulfilled at an ARC site (and not at a CRC site). Finally, the computed g values are consistent with the measured ones and the theoretical $a_{\text{eff}}(K)$ and $a_{\text{eff}}(O)$ values are sufficiently close to the experimental ones.

A direct comparison between theory and experiment for rubidium and cesium is not possible because the calculations herein have been carried out by using a pseudopotential to represent the atomic cores and thus the hfccs are not available. However, the tendency to bind heavier members of the series more weakly is confirmed, and the ARC is probably also the preferred adsorption site for these two atoms.

The case of sodium is more delicate. Sodium has an interaction strength with MgO intermediate between that of lithium (strong) and potassium (weak). As such, there are a few stable adsorption sites for sodium atoms: edge sites, reverse edges, and cationic and anionic reverse corners. On all of these sites the binding energy of sodium is between 0.6 and 1.5 eV. Comparison of the computed and measured g values is of little help here: All computed values are between 1.999 and 2.002, thus in the same range as the experimental values (2.000-2.001). The adsorption site has to be identified solely on the basis of the hfccs. The edge sites can be excluded because $a_{\text{eff}}(Na)$ is too large (194 vs. 141 G) and, more importantly, the $a_{\text{eff}}(O)$ is also too large (22 G, whereas it is only 2 G in the experiment). For the ARC site, $a_{\text{eff}}(Na)$ is too small (93 G) and $a_{\text{eff}}(O)$ is a bit too large (12 G). The two sites that provide the best agreement are thus the reverse edge ($a_{\text{eff}}(Na)=169$ G and $a_{\text{eff}}(O)=8$ G) and the CRC ($a_{\text{eff}}(Na)=148$ G and $a_{\text{eff}}(O)=18$ G). On this basis it is not possible to conclude unambiguously which is the most populated site. However, experiments performed on the more basic CaO and SrO indicate that the reverse edges are the most likely sites.

Conclusion

In the previous paragraphs we have presented the adsorption and EPR properties of hydrogen and alkali metal atoms deposited on various sites of the MgO surface. We have seen that they behave rather differently, and that hydrogen has a distinctly different reactivity compared with the alkali metal atoms.

By interacting with MgO, the hydrogen atom becomes ionized and forms a proton, which tightly bonds to an oxygen anion, and an electron, which remains trapped at specific morphological sites on the surface. These pairs of protons and trapped electrons, $(H^+)(e^-)$ ion pairs, are very important species responsible for the color of the sample and for its high chemical reactivity. As a consequence of this dissociation, no spin density is left on the adsorbed hydrogen. In contrast, a substantial spin density is always present on the adsorbed alkali metal atoms; the calculations indicate that the spin population is close to one (the only exception is with the CRC in which partial electron transfer occurs because of the particular conformation of the adsorption site). The electron spin density is strongly polarized, but the unpaired electron still resides on the alkali metal, in contrast to hydrogen. The reason for this different behavior is the special character of the proton. In both cases, hydrogen and alkali metals, the ionization of the adatom occurs if the cost of ionization is overcompensated by the formation of a sufficiently strong O $M^+$ bond ($M=H, Li, etc.$). Hydrogen has a very high ionization potential (13.6 eV), but the proton affinity of the oxide anions is also very high (of the order of 10−12 eV). If the electron is stabilized at other morphological sites on the surface, the result is an energetically favorable process and a stable $(H^+)(e^-)$
To estimate the spatial distribution of the unpaired electron in paramagnetic centers, atomic spin populations were evaluated and plots of iso-surfaces at constant spin density were generated. For the EPR properties of the paramagnetic adamantanes we considered both the isotropic and dipolar parts of the hyperfine coupling matrix (expressed in g) of the alkali metals, the $^{2}$H and $^{18}$O nuclei, and the g factors. As the evaluation of the isosurfaces required treatment of the atomic cores (all electron calculations) the analysis was restricted to lithium, sodium, and potassium atoms.

The rather complex description of g values in terms of electronic structure parameters requires the consideration of various magnetic contributions[26] and the use of sufficiently accurate eigenfunctions. The spin-orbit interaction, which is crucial for quantifying the deviation of g from the free-electron value $g_e$[26] could be either accounted for self-consistently or treated as a perturbation. Herein we used the spin-orbit perturbation strategy in the scheme proposed by Neese[29] and implemented in the Gaussian 03 code adopted for all the calculations. 

**EPR spectra:** The interaction of alkali metal atoms with dehydrated, high-surface-area, polycrystalline MgO leads to EPR spectra characteristic of isolated monomeric species[30]. Figure 6 shows representative X-band EPR spectra recorded at 77 K obtained from sodium and cesium vapors in contact with a dehydrated MgO sample, activated at 1173 K.

![Figure 6. EPR spectra recorded of a) sodium atoms and b) cesium atoms adsorbed on the surface of polycrystalline MgO at 77 K.](image)

Let us consider first the sodium spectrum. This is dominated by a quartet of lines separated by about 140 G (14 mT), which arise from the hyperfine interaction of the unpaired electron spin with the nuclear spin of the sodium atom ($I = \frac{1}{2}$). Similar results were obtained for the deposition of potassium and sodium atoms, and a detailed analysis of the signal can be found in references[2] and [3]. A small unresolved signal is present in the experimental spectrum at approximately $g = 2$. This signal contains contributions from ionized alkali cations ($< 1\%$) that result from the desorption on tiny amounts of surface oxygen vacancies (F centers) or nearby residual surface OH$^-$ groups[30], which are both capable of inducing spontaneous ionization of the metal. Contributions from small metal particles also leads to resonance absorption in the same region.

A full account of the results obtained for cesium is given in the Supporting Information.
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